
18 May 2018 
 
Mr. Todd Suess, Superintendent 
Mojave National Preserve 
2701 Barstow Road 
Barstow, California 92311 
 
RE:  Mojave National Preserve (MNP) Management Plan for Developed Water Sources and Environmental 
Assessment, February 2018 
 
Dear Superintendent Suess: 
 
 The Wild Sheep Foundation (WSF) and the undersigned WSF Chapters & Affiliates (C&As) submit these 
comments on behalf of thousands of hunters and other conservationists dedicated to wild sheep. We have over 40 
years’ experience and over $120 million invested in restoration of wild sheep (primarily by trap and transplant 
work) to expand wild sheep herds. Our privately-funded foundation has long endowed the Rocky Crate/Wild 
Sheep Foundation Endowed Chair for Wild Sheep Disease Research at Washington State University. WSF 
annually generates approximately 40% of ALL wild sheep license and tag revenue to state wildlife agencies for 
their wild sheep management programs. 
 We see the proposed MNP plan for developed water sources as an affront to our efforts on behalf of wild 
sheep. We recommend abandoning this plan altogether and instead engaging with sportsmen and other 
conservationists to determine where water devices are most necessary and how they will be maintained, added to, 
or removed, accordingly. The only option for salvaging this plan is to conduct a regional analysis of the many 
factors, including wildlife movements and hydrology at a landscape-scale, that operate both on and around the 
Preserve, with effects running both ways, inside and outside MNP. 
 Aside from issues analyzed erroneously and incompletely, the plan is completely blind to the effects that 
removing water devices will have on conservation stewardship and recreation opportunities, including hunting.  
These issues are explicitly dismissed from analysis, having been declared insignificant. 
 No reference is made to USDI Secretarial Orders 3362, 3356, and 3347, or to Executive Order 13443—
each of which directs federal agencies in various ways to advance conservation stewardship and increase outdoor 
recreation opportunities, including hunting. Nor is any reference made to how this plan comports with efforts by 
the National Park Service to comply with those Secretarial Orders. 
 This fatal disregard for a primary issue at the same time dismisses the related benefits of engaging hunter 
and other conservationist groups in doing the work and bearing the costs of installation and maintenance of these 
structures. These volunteer work parties are themselves part of the recruitment and retention of sportsmen and 
women conservationists by engaging them in the on-the-ground labor of stewardship. 
 Aside from the omission of hunting as a relevant issue, the plan and analysis are flawed in many ways on 
the issues that are considered. 

 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
 

The Draft Management Plan and Environmental Assessment (DMPEA)1 contains the following chapters.  
(1) Purpose and need for action; (2) Water resource management alternatives; (3) Affected environment; (4) 
Environmental consequences; (5) Consultation and coordination; (6) References; and, (7) Appendices consisting 
of a minimum requirements analysis and development of a resource utilization distribution (RUD). The RUD was 
developed using telemetry information on 15 female bighorn sheep from a single population. Location data 
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encompassed ~78 sheep-months but were restricted to the months of July, August, and September (or parts 
thereof) from 2013 to 2017.2 

As an organization that has been the primary advocate for conservation of wild sheep in North America 
for more than 40 years, WSF and our C&As have grave concerns about actions proposed in the DMPEA.  
Although our emphasis historically has been, and will continue to be, on habitat protection and population health 
of those specialized ungulates, we also advocate for healthy habitats that benefit all species of wildlife. Hence, 
we are extremely concerned that each of the alternatives included in the DMPEA places conservation and 
appropriate management of habitat upon which bighorn sheep—and many species with which they are 
sympatric—on a lower level of concern than that of compliance with legislation that clearly identified 
conservation as one of the basic purposes of wilderness ("…wilderness areas shall be devoted to the public 
purposes of recreational, scenic, scientific, educational, conservation, and historical use")3, and that is repeated 
in subsequent legislation that established the Mojave National Preserve.4  Wildlife clearly is a resource of 
importance to the American public, and wildlife conservation and habitat management to conserve wildlife are 
issues compatible with the Wilderness Act, and must be elevated to the level of recognition provided all other 
aspects of wilderness.5 6  To that end, we believe the DMPEA fails. 

We reviewed each section of the DMPEA in its entirety, focusing intently on material included therein.  
Early on, it became apparent that the DMPEA has compliance with the Wilderness Act of 19647 and the California 
Desert Protection Act of 19948 as its priority, while attempting to 'mitigate' impacts of removal of water sources 
used by bighorn sheep by shifting patterns of use of those large mammals and other wildlife that would be affected 
by the redistribution of wildlife water developments. Further, the DMPEA ignores potential impacts of removal 
of more than 50% of the existing water developments designed to benefit small game (SGWD), the majority of 
which are utilized by a variety of wildlife—both game and nongame—and all of which have been in place for 
>50 years. Twenty-six of these SGWDs are located in designated critical habitat for desert tortoise, and some 
tortoises have become dependent on them as a source of water.9 10 Moreover, additional SGWDs would be 
blocked to prevent tortoises from entering them, and numerous other SGWDs would be completely disabled.11  
Tortoises remain listed by the federal government as threatened12 and also are listed by the state of California as 
threatened. 13  It is incongruous that a proposal to place even an individual tortoise at risk would be posited by 
MNP in the interest of maintaining spiritual14 15 and  sociological16 values, or other intangibles, in order to comply 
with the Wilderness Act. 

It is our position that it is not possible to prepare a management plan for developed water sources in the 
absence of close coordination and complete agreement with the California Department of Wildlife (CDFW) and 
the Nevada Department of Wildlife, the agencies with statutory authority for the conservation of resident wildlife 
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in California and Nevada, respectively.  Indeed, state law 17 directs the CDFW and the California Fish and Game 
Commission, "… to create, foster, and actively participate in effective partnerships and collaborations with other 
agencies and stakeholders to achieve shared goals and to better integrate fish and wildlife resource conservation 
and management with the natural resource management responsibilities of other agencies." The Wild Sheep 
Foundation submits that such has not occurred with respect to development of the DMPEA, as described here and 
in the following comments. 

The California Department of Fish and Wildlife has, for several years, been preparing a detailed 
management plan for bighorn sheep (hereafter BHS Plan), but that has not been circulated for public review or 
approved for implementation. 18 The BHS Plan is to be based on the strategy that bighorn sheep will be best 
conserved on a metapopulation basis, as described in numerous professional papers or conservation 
strategies. 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 Ironically, the DMPEA notes the value of such an approach, but limits proposed 
alternatives and actions to any that would occur inside the borders of MNP. 28 An inter-agency regional habitat 
planning approach to be coordinated by the Bureau of Land Management and involving the National Park Service, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the California Department of Fish and Game (now CDFW) earlier was 
identified as the most effective way to ensure the health and function of bighorn sheep metapopulations in 
southeastern California. 29 Progress on that effort was stymied by personnel transfers and compounded further in 
1994 by the California Desert Protection Act (CDPA). Wild Sheep Foundation stresses that such an approach is 
far preferable to the alternatives proposed in the DMPEA because potential opportunities to maintain 
metapopulation function outside MNP will not be realized. The DMPEA fails in its understanding that populations 
of bighorn sheep resident within MNP contribute to metapopulation function and population dynamics of bighorn 
sheep external to MNP, and that metapopulation function and population dynamics external to MNP contribute 
to metapopulation function within MNP. 30  Interagency competition 31 and compliance with legislation that likely 
was well-intentioned but turned out to have unintended consequences 32 should not preclude an opportunity to 
address issues of conservation at the landscape level. 33 For these reasons, WSF strongly urges a landscape-level 
approach, rather than the piece-meal approach advocated in the DMPEA, to resolve issues related to conservation 
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of bighorn sheep in what CDFW has identified as the Central Mojave Metapopulaton Fragment.34 Such an 
approach necessarily will involve preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in lieu of multiple 
Environmental Assessments subject to various interpretations as leadership changes within the involved agencies.  
Inconsistencies in interpretation and personal philosophies of agency personnel have been identified repeatedly 
as primary issues facing wildlife conservation in legislated wilderness. 35 36 37 

MNP leadership has acknowledged and clearly understands that what occurs outside of MNP affects what 
occurs inside MNP, and that what occurs inside MNP affects what occurs outside MNP. 38 Further, MNP 
leadership recognized that ecology was not a serious consideration in the drafting of California Desert Protection 
Act or subsequent legislation and was in full agreement that the term 'untrammeled' as used in the Wilderness Act 
of 1964 does not mean "virgin" or unaltered, although many individuals and organizations choose to redefine that 
word to their advantage. MNP leadership also acknowledged that virtually every wilderness area established in 
the Mojave Desert [as a result of the CDPA] suffered from an absence of ecological forethought, and that wildlife 
water developments within those areas need not be removed due to the[ir] location in wilderness because they 
were present prior to the wilderness areas being established. 39 

There clearly is a need for a regional approach to the management of these wide-ranging, specialized 
ungulates (see, for example, the strategy developed by NPS employees for the Colorado Plateau). 40 Thus, any 
approach that assumes impacts originating outside of MNP can be ignored yet fails to emphasize opportunities 
inside MNP that would minimize those impacts is fallacious reasoning and fails to acknowledge the importance 
of conservation strides that have been achieved. The concept that 'unnatural' existing developments in wilderness 
areas cannot be defended without acknowledgment that anthropogenic factors have impacted some species and 
that maintenance of community and ecological structure is defensible in today's world (Soule 1987). 41 WSF 
contends that efforts to conserve certain species and to ensure maintenance of community or ecological structure 
are sometimes best carried out in wilderness areas. Unfortunately, the DMPEA prioritizes the intangible values 
attributed to wilderness areas over the many successful efforts implemented to conserve one of the world's most 
iconic large mammals. 

 
CONCLUSIONS BASED ON THE BIGHORN SHEEP HABITAT ANALYSIS ARE FLAWED 

 
Three of the four alternatives considered in this plan reflect assessments based on a model that is 

incomplete and, thus, cannot be used to inform management decisions that potentially will affect persistence of 
bighorn sheep within MNP. The author of the model apparently used a "cook-book" approach in model 
development, but it clearly demonstrates a lack of familiarity with the biology of bighorn sheep. 

 The author ran in to model convergence issues and simply decided to ignore those models and resort to 
the next best option. Additionally, the author stated that there were complications in comparing geographically 
different areas with differing geology and vegetation types; this could have been avoided, however, with some a 
priori thought as to how predictions would be extrapolated (see comments below). Further, the model is not based 
on the best available science (a basic tenet of the National Park Service) and, thus, fails to meet an essential 
expectation that clearly emphasizes use of the "best available science" when making resource management 
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decisions, as emphasized in NPS training programs. 42 Moreover, the statement that "The [environmental] analysis 
is informed by the best available applicable scientific literature and studies…" 43 is misleading, at best. As a result, 
the model fails to meet not only the agency's internal expectations and, by association, calls into question the 
entire DMPEA. WSF further contends that parameters considered in the modeling process were inadequate in 
that the author did not consider several variables known to be important to bighorn sheep habitat. In the following 
sections, WSF provides detailed critiques of (A) the model development process itself; (B) the biological 
shortcomings associated with variable selection; and (C) other biological characteristics of bighorn sheep and 
their habitat that were not considered. 

 
A.  General shortcomings involved in model development. 
 
(1) First and foremost, it is of upmost concern that the author ran into model convergence issues and 

simply decided to ignore those models and resort to the next best option (a mere 1% of the relative likelihood of 
the top model). Indeed, the author stated that there were complications in comparing geographically different 
areas with differing geology and vegetation types, but this could have been avoided with some a priori thought 
as to how predictions would be extrapolated.  

(2) In Table 2, the author reports all model combinations that were tested for this analysis. 44 The author 
resorted to model #3 because of convergence issues and prediction complications in the first two models. Beyond 
the author’s reasoning for that, the author did not test all biological meaningful combinations of the variables they 
were modeling. The model that was used for prediction (Distance to Water by Slope interaction + Elevation by 
Ruggedness interaction) was not modeled with simple additive terms to assess within the model ranking (AIC).  
Exclusion of the full additive model in addition to many more untested models leaves a high level of uncertainty 
with respect to whether the model used for predictions and inference is even viable. 

(3) The author mentions that a random effect for animal ID and distance to water did not converge. This 
leads us to believe that application of a random effect within the modeling framework was not used correctly.  
The random effect should be the entirety of an animal's location data and associated random points (i.e., the animal 
ID number), thereby allowing both a varying slope and intercept for all co-variates tested within the model (Boyce 
et al. 2002, Manly et al. 2007). 45 46 With the heterogeneity known to exist from animal to animal (behavior, 
nutritional requirements, specific life-history stage, age etc.), results from this analysis could dramatically shift 
with inclusion of the correct random effect. This leads us to question the integrity of the results the management 
conclusions are drawn upon. 

(4) The author mentions uncertainty for the amount of random locations to be used for the modeling 
undertaken by MNP. There was no reported measure of how this number was derived except for mentioning, “I 
followed the lead of Hoglander et al. (2015) 47 in using 500 randomly selected locations, but this might not be 
enough”. 48  Variation in the used-random location ratio can drastically alter results if too few or too many random 
locations are selected. 49 Simply evaluating the running mean of the landscape variables selected at various 
random locations would show if “available” was correctly quantified for the landscape. In the absence of a 
measure of correct proportions of used-random locations, the results well may be lacking in informative nature. 

(5) Returning to the issue of model convergence noted above. Convergence issues can arise when using 
complex categorical variables such as the vegetation type layer used in the model. If there are little to no used 
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points in a vegetation type, and several or many random points in that same vegetation type, convergence cannot 
be expected because a proper estimate of effect cannot be derived within the modeling framework. 50 Moreover, 
the author did not mention what vegetation type was used as the reference for all other vegetation type beta 
estimates. When modeling within the R function lme(), categorical variables must be organized in the dataset as 
the first alphabetical variable is used as a reference for the relative effect (or in this case selection) of the others. 51  
If the reference variable does not have an approximate 1:1 ratio of used to random locations, estimates for other 
vegetation types will be skewed. The author did exclude the vegetation variable from the final conclusion, but the 
lack of correct beta estimates with inclusion of vegetation type may shift the overall effect of other variables. As 
a result, the beta estimate shift could have profound ramifications for making management decisions based on 
minor shifts in probability of usage for hypothetical water developments.  

 
B. Biological shortcomings involved in model development. 
 
(1) The model was based on telemetry data obtained from 15 female bighorn sheep at a single location 

(the limestone massifs at, and proximate to, Old Dad Peak within MNP) for a very limited amount of time (x̅ = 
5.2 months/collared individual from 2013 to 2017) as calculated from information provided in Appendix B. 52 

(2) Telemetry data were collected following a massive disease-mediated die-off of bighorn sheep, which 
resulted in loss of >40% of animals in the vicinity of the Old Dad and Vermin water developments and >50% of 
animals in the vicinity of the Kerr wildlife water development. 53 Thus, distribution of telemetered female bighorn 
sheep used to develop the model likely differed, perhaps even substantially, from what it was prior to the massive 
number of deaths that occurred; this potential bias was ignored in model development. 

(3) The model included locational data from only 3 months per year (July, August, September), or portions 
thereof, for the 15 female bighorn sheep. 54 Habitat selection by females during the remainder of the year was 
ignored entirely, but that information is available in the peer-reviewed literature. 55 In essence, the modeler has 
ignored much of the annual life history needs of bighorn sheep by considering only habitat use during the hottest 
time of the year. 

(4) Differential habitat use by male and female bighorn sheep during most of the year was not considered 
in model development. 56 57 58  Failure to consider both males and females in making management decisions can 
result in benefits to one sex over the other 59 60 and, thereby, fail to meet conservation objectives at the level of 
the population. 61 62 Different parts of a mountain range can be used primarily by one sex or the other, with the 
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result that males and females use separate water sources. 63 64 Thus, it is inappropriate to speculate that needs of 
both male and female bighorn sheep will be met if the proposed relocation of water sources is implemented.  
Further, it is unclear why the modeler chose only to consider female bighorn sheep in model development. 

(5) The model considered elevation, but it is unclear how that metric is presented. To be meaningful to 
bighorn sheep in this model, elevation must be expressed in a relative, rather than absolute (i.e., meters above sea 
level), context. For example, bighorn sheep occur at elevations near sea level elsewhere in California and nearby 
Arizona 65 66 67 68 69, and absolute elevation as a meaningful metric by which to gauge habitat selection has been 
called into question by other investigators. 70 Thus, use of this metric as a variable in the modeling exercise is 
mysterious. 

(6) The author failed to consider many variables that may have biological integrity in terms of predicting 
animal landscape use (i.e. Normalized Difference in Vegetation Index [NDVI], shrub cover, North-South facing 
slopes, etc.). All the aforementioned, yet excluded, variables are quite simple to extract and include in such 
analyses. Exclusion of those variables leads WSF to further question the validity of the results. 

(7) Failure to include a measure of forage quality in the model invalidates its usefulness. Normalized 
Difference in Vegetation Index is a remotely-sensed measure of the amount of “greenness” on the landscape.  
NDVI imagery can be obtained at various spatial resolutions and temporal frequencies and is often used to 
investigate environmental change or vegetative community composition.71 Further, NDVI as an index to forage 
quality is a useful tool for comparing habitat patches of potentially differing qualities that may be a higher priority 
for conservation action—including addition of anthropogenic water sources—or to identify areas with poorer 
forage conditions that do not warrant expending conservation resources, and NDVI previously has been shown 
to be useful in understanding the relationship between the location and quality of key resources and space use by 
desert ungulates occupying MNP  72 73 74 and is readily available for that geographic area. 75 76 

(8) Even more concerning is the acknowledgement that a shortcoming of the model is that forage quality 
was not a consideration in model development. 77 This is especially perplexing given the demonstrated utility of 
satellite-derived indices, since such information was used by previous authors working in MNP 78 79 and its 
importance in modeling exercises for bighorn sheep elsewhere has been demonstrated. 80 Moreover, given the 
availability of NDVI data, it is unclear why the author of the model would not have considered ∆NDVI in model 
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development, given its inclusion by others 81 (albeit during seasons other than summer, which again begs the 
question of why the author limited the modeling exercise to the months of July, August, and September). 

(9) NDVI was not included when assessing resource selection by bighorn sheep because the author 
claimed it was more suited for a time-varying model. 82 It remains unclear why the author would not have 
developed a time-varying model, rather than an overly simplistic single-season model. For example, NPS 
requested, partially funded, and then supported for a period of time a mule deer investigation that relied on NDVI 
to assess resource selection during various life history stages. 83 Understanding the relationship between forage 
quality and water development site selection is important to understanding the outcome of management practices. 
NDVI measures are easily obtainable and there is no excuse for disregarding any kind of measure of forage quality 
when evaluating resource selection of bighorn sheep. 

(10) Use of AIC in model selection should be based on an a priori set of attributes that are likely to inform 
the model based on their suspected relationship to the question under consideration. 84 Thus, the technique should 
eliminate what some have referred to as "trolling for relationships". Inclusion of geology is perplexing, given that 
we are aware of no other such consideration in the professional literature, and reflects a lack of familiarity with 
the ecology of bighorn sheep. Further, it suggests an uninformed inclusion of that variable in the modeling 
process. 

(11)  The author dismissed the use of many variables that may have biological integrity in terms of 
predicting landscape use by bighorn sheep yet, for some reason, included geology. Excluded variables are quite 
simple to extract and include in such analyses. Exclusion of those variables leads WSF, and bighorn sheep 
biologists in particular, to question the results. For example, additional variables important to bighorn sheep, 
among which are openness (an index to safety [i.e., predator detection] for females and young) and vegetation 
type (an index to forage availability), were not considered. 85 The author attempted to include a surrogate for 
vegetation type (but see comments regarding model convergence, above), but the same shortcomings apply to 
vegetation type as to geological characteristics: rupicolous scrub, the vegetation type selected strongly by bighorn 
sheep in the modeled area apparently does not occur at locations at which replacement (North Piute) or 'additional' 
(Vontrigger Spring, Ginn Mine Spring) anthropogenic water sources are suggested. Moreover, vegetation type 
maps are not restricted to the source referred to by the author of the model and exacerbates our concerns about 
the modeling effort. 

 
C. Other considerations of bighorn sheep and their habitat that were ignored. 
 
In addition to problems associated with model development, input, and application there are other points 

that were not considered. Given that bighorn sheep populations have responded very positively to water 
development in MNP, it is the position of WSF that every variable that could conceivably affect population 
performance as a result of removal or 'replacement' of existing water sources must be a serious consideration. 

(1) Micronutrients are important to ruminants and play a crucial role in overall animal health through 
disease resistance 86, recruitment 87, and vital rates. 88 As a result, availability of trace minerals is an important 
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nutritional consideration. 89 90 91 Hence, micronutrients are an important consideration in the ecology of bighorn 
sheep but vary both among and within mountain ranges or localized areas. 92 93 An assumption that no difference 
exists between micronutrient availability at Old Dad Peak and associated limestone massifs and elsewhere in 
MNP (areas surrounding Ginn Mine Spring, the proposed Piute North development, or Vontrigger Spring) is 
unsupportable given results of prior investigations. 

(2) There was a failure to consider the potential for differences in forage quality among various locations 
from which water developments are to be removed and those that have been preselected in the DMPEA as 
replacement locations. Differences in forage quality are apparent even within areas utilized primarily by male 
bighorn sheep at Old Dad Peak when compared to areas used primarily by females. 94 Moreover, even small 
changes in nutrient intake can profoundly affect population performance of ungulate populations 95, and this 
cannot be ignored when proposing relocation of water sources. An expectation that no difference in forage quality 
will exist between areas from which water sources are to be removed or where water sources are proposed to be 
developed is unfounded, and there is a need to evaluate forage quality on a localized scale. 96 

As mentioned earlier, the model 97 was developed strictly on a seasonal basis that included only the months 
of July, August, and September, and over a limited length of time. That distance to water was an important variable 
in that model during summer is surprising to no one familiar with the biology of desert bighorn sheep given results 
of previous investigations 98 99 100 and the inability of bighorn sheep to meet water intake needs from forage alone 
during hot periods. 101 Other investigators, however, reported that distance from water did not affect intensity of 
space use by bighorn sheep in the summer, but that non-summer season relative space use was greater for areas 
farther from perennial sources of water. 102 Further, differences existed in distances to water among seasons; the 
fact that the mean distance from water that female bighorn sheep occurred during summer (x̅ = 2,971 m) was 
essentially identical to that during spring (x̅ = 2,838 m) yet was far less during autumn (x̅ = 1,538 m) at Old Dad 
Peak 103 calls into question the decision to filter location data by season. 104 Moreover, the coefficients of variation 
(CV) during spring (123.7%) and summer (98.8%) were remarkably large, albeit similar; CV during autumn 
(212.3) was even larger. 105 These results strongly suggest that population density at Old Dad Peak, which 
approached 270 female bighorn sheep/1,000 km2 at the time, 106 had a profound effect on distribution and habitat 
selection. The far-lower density of female bighorn sheep during 2013–2017 107 may well have produced results 
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not representative of habitat selection prior to the reduction in population size. Thus, those results are not reliable 
estimates of the situation prior to the outbreak of respiratory disease, and use of the model to contrive support for 
relocation of the large mammal water developments was, at best, inappropriate. 

MNP employees cannot be certain that water was available at the Vermin water development the entire 
period during which data were collected for use in model development. 108 An assumption that water source was 
functional during the entire period of model development creates even less confidence in the results. Moreover, 
the Vermin Water Development is known to not have been functional during almost all of 2012 up through mid-
June 2013, when personnel from the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep performed maintenance and 
provisioned it with water. 109 Even if the Vermin Water Development was functional the entire period that 
telemetry data were collected for the modeling exercise, water was not available at that location during the 
previous 18 months, a period that includes the entire previous "hot season" and likely affected the way female 
bighorn sheep used that water source during July, August, and September the first year it was available. This 
potential bias against use of that water source cannot be dismissed. 

 
FORAGE AND SEASON, AND THEIR IMPORTANCE FOR DIET QUALITY AND DEMOGRAPHY 
ARE IGNORED  

 
Forage quality is an important driver of population performance in bighorn sheep and other 

ruminants, 110 111 112 and such has been demonstrated to be the case in MNP. 113 Indeed, newly-emergent grasses 
and forbs following precipitation events play a major role in recruitment and survival of young. 114 115 There are 
trade-offs associated with 'decisions' made by animals, and those decisions generally revolve around the risk 
associated with being in a specific place relative to the benefits of being in that particular location; similarly, there 
are tradeoffs with decisions made by humans on behalf of animals that are not acknowledged in the DMPEA. 

 
Among Cervids and Bovids, such as bighorn sheep and mule deer, risks and benefits of being in a 

particular location generally involve tradeoffs associated with the risk of predation relative to the benefits 
associated with nutrient acquisition. 116 117 118 119 In combination, these have a profound influence on the ways 
that animals select habitat. 120 121 Neither the model nor the DMPEA, or any other aspect of the 'plan' 
acknowledges the significance of the nutritional benefits incurred by bighorn sheep on the project site. Thus, an 
additional and major weakness is the failure to recognize the potential importance of lower-elevation habitats in 
terms of the nutritional benefits available to bighorn sheep in such areas. For example, the author of the model 
makes a special point of noting, "Interestingly, the 95% volumetric isoclines also include sand dunes on the 
southwest side and alluvial fans on the northwest side in addition to the rugged, rocky terrain. Although most of 
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the collar locations occur in the rocky outcrops, a few points in the sandy areas suggest occasional use or 
crossing." 122 Clearly, that statement demonstrates a lack of familiarity with the biology of bighorn sheep and the 
nutrient advantages associated with such areas, as well as with the current literature that clearly portrays use of 
such areas. 123 

Low-lying areas, such as those sand dunes and desert washes, are among the most productive areas in 
desert habitats and support higher cover of vegetation and far greater plant biomass than surrounding upland 
areas. 124 125  Moreover, research conducted specifically in the area for which the model was developed indicate 
that Dune Habitat had the greatest relative cover (2.47±5.47 [SD] of the vegetation types used by bighorn sheep 
in a long-term investigation: Transition Zone (2.04±2.99), Desert Wash (1.73±4.11), Creosote Bush Scrub 
(1.38±2.25), Yucca-Ephedra Scrub (1.08±1.94) and Rupicolous Scrub (0.32±0.82). 126 Ironically, the area 
highlighted by the author of the model as being so important was characterized by the least amount of vegetation.  
Moreover, a dataset that was heavily filtered to ensure independence and a lack of auto-correlation among 
telemetry locations (unlike the model relied upon in support of alternative locations of water developments) 127 
and published in the peer-reviewed literature 128 clearly indicates the value of the sandy areas referenced by the 
author of the model. 

The relative availability of potential forage among the six habitat types (% vegetative cover × proportion 
of range) also pointed to the importance of dune habitat as a source of nutrients. Compared to Rupicolous Scrub, 
the vegetation type characteristic on the limestone massifs where the model was developed, Dune Habitat relative 
availability of potential forage was ~5× greater. Moreover, relative availability of potential forage was ~20× 
greater in Creosote Bush Scrub, and ~12× greater in the Transition Zone. 129 

Sand dunes and washes likely are not used on a year-round basis but they are, at times, very important to 
bighorn sheep for nutrient acquisition. The presence of bighorn sheep in these areas is consistent with utilization 
of those low-elevation habitats for the purposes of acquiring high-quality forage (i.e., newly-emergent or actively 
growing vegetation, which is highest in moisture content, digestibility, and crude protein). 130 131 Indeed, Dune 
Habitat has the highest proportion of perennial grasses and annual plants among the 6 vegetation types regularly 
used by bighorn sheep in the area from which data used in model development were obtained. 132 

Forage used by desert bighorn sheep reflects an increase in forage quality or diet quality in the spring 
growing season 133 134 135 136 137 during late gestation or for recovery or enhancement of body condition either, or 
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both, of which can have a profound effect on recruitment or reproduction the following year, 138 139 with resultant 
implications for reproduction and recruitment rates of bighorn sheep in desert environments. 140 The DMPEA 
fails to recognize the potential importance of these sand dunes when advocating that the Kerr Water Development 
be relocated to an area north of its current location and fails to analyze the potential effect on the reproductive 
performance of female bighorn sheep that occupy the limestone massifs south of the Jackass Canyon Road. These 
low-lying areas are used by bighorn sheep for foraging, and such use may occur only for short periods of time but 
can play critically important roles in the life history of bighorn sheep, particularly during years when forage 
production is poor. Indeed, patterns and amounts of precipitation and resultant productivity of vegetation 141 142 
affect the distribution of mule deer and bighorn sheep in MNP and, ultimately, the probability of persistence of 
populations of the latter, if not both, species. 143 144 The DMPEA is remiss in not recognizing the potential value 
of sand dune habitat to be import to bighorn sheep occupying nearby stereotypical bighorn sheep habitat (i.e., the 
limestone massifs), and in not discussing the significance of the potential availability of the loss of such habitat 
if the Kerr Water Development is relocated with a resultant decline in use of that habitat because of the additional 
distance that female bighorn sheep must travel to access it.  The importance of missing this is noted below. 

Desert bighorn sheep generally give birth from January to April, 145 146 a pattern consistent with the 
birthing period of bighorn sheep in the eastern Mojave Desert 147 where young generally are born during March 
and April coincident with the peak in diet quality in that region. 148 The relationship of diet quality to lamb survival 
until summer is well documented in the eastern Mojave Desert, and is a reflection of the amount of body growth 
incurred by lambs during spring and its importance to attaining as much mass as possible before onset of hot 
summer conditions and a concomitant decline in diet quality. 149 Moreover, adequate high-quality diets, which 
typically occur during spring, are important to female ungulates that use those resources to recoup, or attain, body 
condition adequate for ovulation prior to the following breeding season despite a period of depressed diet quality 
typical of hot summer months, 150 a pattern that is reflected among mule deer that are sympatric with bighorn 
sheep in MNP. 151 To ignore the potential impact of decreased use of areas by female bighorn sheep that may not 
have access to such a resource because of relocation of an existing, long-established, and heavily-used wildlife 
water development is unacceptable to us. 

 
THE BASES FOR SELECTION OF ORIGINAL LOCATIONS ARE NOT CONSIDERED 
 

Relocation of the Kerr Wildlife Water Development to an area outside of legislated wilderness, but in the 
absence of a full understanding of the basic nutritional ecology of bighorn sheep, is an untenable proposal. Even 
more egregious, however, was the failure to consider the ramifications of relocating the Kerr Wildlife Water 
Development to an area that will be readily accessible to tourists and others that will have access to it along the 
existing road through Jackass Canyon that 'separates' two areas of legislated wilderness. This road is open to 
traffic but is used on an irregular and unpredictable basis. Moreover, there is no way of predicting what the actions 
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of individuals will be when bighorn sheep are observed. Thus, the proposed relocation site has potentially onerous 
ramifications for bighorn sheep that might attempt to use it. We detail those foreseeable consequences in the 
following paragraphs. To understand the ramifications of relocating water sources simply for logistical reasons 152 
or because their locations in wilderness have presented MNP managers with challenges,153 it is necessary to 
understand why the original locations were selected. The same rationale will apply to those water sources 
developed for bighorn sheep (Kerr, Vermin), or for both bighorn sheep and mule deer (Bicket-Landells), that 
were developed after those recommended by Weaver and his collaborators had been completed. 

The seasonal presence of bighorn sheep, inaccessible locations or, at best, locations with difficult human 
access, and suitable geological characteristics were the primary considerations when water development sites 
were selected by Richard A. Weaver and colleagues after years of extensive, on-the-ground work in the late 1960s 
and early 1970s. 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167  As a result of those efforts, a total of 22 
anthropogenic water sources were constructed. 168 One such water source was developed at Pyramid Peak in 1970 
at a site in Death Valley National Monument that was selected and developed cooperatively by the Department 
of Fish and Game and the National Park Service. Three other anthropogenic sources (Dolomite Canyon, Last 
Chance, Dry Mountain) were established in cooperation with the Bureau of Land Management based on Weaver's 
extensive field work, and a fourth was developed cooperatively with BLM in the late 1980s to move bighorn 
sheep northward in the Last Chance Range and help to restore use by bighorn sheep to Sand Spring, located on 
the east side of that mountain range. Following transfer of BLM lands to NPS and creation of Death Valley 
National Park with the passage of the CDPA in 1994, NPS removed the water sources at Little Chute, Pyramid 
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Peak, and Dolomite Canyon. Each of the 5 water sources predated the CDPA and creation of Death Valley 
National Park (DVNP) in 1994.  Further, early NPS investigators had championed the importance of water to 
bighorn sheep in Death Valley 169 170 171and worked cooperatively with CDFG to ensure availability of that 
resource for the benefit of bighorn sheep. It is disconcerting, however, that the three water sources were removed 
by NPS, in direct contradiction to recommendations of current investigators, who concluded with the admonition, 
"Given that this system lacks large fenced highways or canals, which are known to limit gene flow (Epps, et al., 
2005), the primary means of maintaining genetic diversity and gene flow in this system is to maintain the bighorn 
sheep populations themselves. This requires ensuring that water sources throughout the system stay accessible 
to desert bighorn sheep [emphasis added]". 172 

In response to Weaver's field work, three water sources were developed cooperatively with the Bureau of 
Land Management in the area that became Mojave National Preserve with passage of the CDPA in 1994. These 
were located at Old Dad Peak, Kelso Peak, and in the Piute Range, on the extreme eastern boundary of MNP.  
Subsequently, two additional wildlife water sources were developed specifically for bighorn sheep (Vermin and 
Kerr), and a third (Bicket-Landells) was developed on the north side of Clark Mountain to serve both bighorn 
sheep and mule deer. 173 The Bicket-Landells water source is located at the site of a tragic accident that occurred 
when BLM Wildlife Biologist Jim Bicket observed a group of bighorn sheep at that location, and the pilot turned 
the helicopter and encountered an unforeseen and uncorrectable situation because of wind direction. 174 

It has been necessary to provide this background information because the location of these catchments 
ensured no ready human access, albeit legal. Records indicate that no vandalism occurred between 1971 (the year 
the first water source was provided) and 1988, following a thorough mechanical evaluation. 175 Remoteness of 
these locations is, in part, the reason for the absence of vandalism. All six of the anthropogenic water sources 
located in MNP are also in remote or largely-inaccessible locations. NPS proposes to eliminate two of these (Piute 
and Bicket-Landells), and to relocate two others (Kerr, and Vermin) outside of wilderness and in areas that are 
adjacent to roadways and largely accessible to the public.  NPS also claims new water sources would be developed 
at North Piute, Ginn Spring, and Vontrigger Spring. 176 WSF is not familiar with the proposed location for North 
Piute, but Ginn Spring apparently is an old mine site and presumably is accessible by vehicle. Moreover, 
Vontrigger Spring is located in Lanfair Valley and is accessible by vehicle from Lanfair Road, which receives 
heavy use. 

Visitor use is extremely heavy in Lanfair Valley, Vontrigger Spring is a very popular area for hunting 
upland game, and the relative intensity of upland game hunting was greater in Lanfair Valley than in any other 
geographic location in MNP. 177 178 In short, establishing a wildlife water source at Vontrigger Spring will expose 
that water source to a large amount of human activity and, potentially to vandalism. Moreover, water is available 
at Hogeyboom Well, approximately 2 miles from Vontrigger Spring, bighorn sheep have been observed crossing 
Lanfair Road while moving in the direction of Hogeyboom Well, and bighorn sheep have been observed at that 
location. 179 
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NPS proposes to remove the existing Kerr Wildlife Water Development simply because it is in a 
wilderness area. NPS proposes to establish a new water source (New Kerr) in a location along the Jackass Canyon 
Road [apparently on NPS property through which the Southern California Edison Company has a right-of-
way]. 180 That road is accessible by vehicles traveling along the powerline corridor, and is used by recreationists 
and other travelers on a year-round basis. Similarly, NPS proposes to remove the existing Vermin Wildlife Water 
Development simply because it is in a wilderness area. NPS then proposes to establish a new water source (New 
Vermin) at the end of an open road that terminates near the Old Dad Mountain Mine and Bighorn Mine. 181 

NPS claims that "… relocating guzzlers to more accessible, non-wilderness sites could allow for less 
refilling (by using new guzzler designs at better intake locations) and better access for monitoring and 
maintenance." 182 NPS leadership has acknowledged that establishing water sources might be logistically 
desirable (emphasis added). 183 NPS also has noted that, "Moving a guzzler to a more accessible location, 
however, may result in reduced use by bighorn due to proximity to human presence." 184 NPS further states that 
removal and relocation of these wildlife water sources would occur, "…only if monitoring indicated that new 
relocated guzzlers are sufficiently used by bighorn populations". 185 NPS also notes that, "All of the big game 
guzzlers are in wilderness designated by the 1994 CDPA." NPS further states, "This has proven to be a challenge 
for the maintenance, monitoring, and water replenishment necessary for the guzzlers to function." NPS has 
granted a special use permit to allow these activities to be carried out, most of which is carried out by volunteers 
[and not by MNP employees]. 186 187 

It is the position of WSF that invoking a change in location because it is 'logistically desirable' or because 
MNP personnel have found maintenance of water sources that existed prior to creation of wilderness and 
establishment of MNP in 1994 to be challenging is not a defensible action given the uncertainties of removing or 
relocating water sources and the unknown behavioral or demographic responses of bighorn sheep dependent upon 
those sources. Moreover, MNP leadership has agreed that there was an absence of ecological forethought prior to 
establishment of the wilderness areas throughout the Mojave Desert (including MNP), and that existence of 
wildlife water developments within those wilderness areas need not be removed due to location in wilderness 
because they were present prior to the wilderness areas being established. 188 To reiterate, the primary rationale 
for removing those water sources is captured in the statement in DMPEA that the water sources have been, "a 
challenge for the maintenance, monitoring, and water replenishment necessary for the guzzlers to function." 189 

In addition to concerns about potential vandalism, the DMPEA fails to include discussions regarding the 
(A) metapopulation biology of bighorn sheep; (B) their predator evasion strategies; (C) behavioral or 
demographic consequences of proposed actions; (D) potential of proposed actions to increase poaching; (E) 
compatibility of wildlife water sources with legislated wilderness; (F) existing wildlife conservation plans; (G) 
factual errors that are included; and, (H) certain curiosities associated with the history and preparation of the 
DMPEA. Until each of these issues is addressed fully, and an informed decision can be made regarding removal 
or relocation of large mammal water sources, WSF asserts that NPS is failing to meet its obligations consistent 
with the National Environmental Policy Act. Detailed comments germane to each of these concerns follow. 

 
 Metapopulation Function, Corridors, and Bighorn Sheep Conservation 
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Bighorn sheep are specialized ungulates that occur in a naturally-fragmented distribution and in a 
metapopulation structure. 190 191 192 193 194 These points are acknowledged in the DMPEA. The conservation 
strategy for bighorn sheep employed by CDFW is based on a metapopulation approach, 195 196 197 a point, 
however, that does not appear in the DMPEA. 

In the absence of recognition of the CDFW strategy for bighorn sheep conservation, WSF contends that 
it is premature for MNP to be proposing plans for "movement corridors" within MNP in the absence of 
consideration of movement corridors that might best be coordinated with other land management agencies and 
CDFW. This is especially so when areas outside of MNP likely are more important for enhancing opportunities 
for movement between occupied habitat within MNP and proximate areas, whether currently occupied or not.  
Moreover, an important area that is utilized by female mountain sheep and their offspring, and likely serves as a 
stepping-stone to mountain ranges west of MNP is not considered. Although female bighorn sheep appear to have 
colonized new areas in the Mojave Desert, 198 such events occur very unpredictably and are infrequent because 
of the conservative behavior of females. 199 

As currently posited in the DMPEA, a water development at Vontrigger Spring will do little, if anything 
on behalf of metapopulation structure; male bighorn sheep have been confirmed to move between Hackberry 
Mountain and the Piute Range (and make use of the Piute Water Development). 200 201 Moreover, water is already 
available a short distance (<3 km) from Vontrigger Spring, yet NPS proposes to eliminate that water source. 202  
Removing a water source (Hogeyboom Well) that has evidence of current use by bighorn sheep 203 and replacing 
it with a water source in a novel location and but a short distance away generates the perception of promoting a 
"migration corridor" 204 but makes no sense when movements by bighorn sheep between Hackberry Mountain 
and the Piute Range already occur. Further, the DMPEA asserts, "The new Vontrigger Spring source would 
connect habitat between the Hackberry Mountains and Piute Spring, and … be important for restoring the bighorn 
sheep migration corridor across I-40". 205 The distance between Vontrigger Spring and I-40 is 25 km, and this 
statement is conjecture, at best. There are other locations where development of a water source would do more to 
promote the potential for connectivity to bighorn sheep habitat in locations east and outside of MNP as well as 
south of I-40, also outside of MNP. Such locations should be considered in an EIS addressing bighorn sheep 
habitat enhancement and conservation on a regional scale, rather than simply within a unit of NPS. With 
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movements of bighorn sheep between the Piute Range and Hackberry Mountain already confirmed, efforts to 
promote connectivity are best expended elsewhere. 

In lieu of attempting to enhance a movement "corridor" between Hackberry Mountain (i.e., Hackberry 
Spring) and Piute Spring (between which movement already occurs, as noted above), bighorn sheep conservation 
would be better served if MNP were to ensure that existing opportunities for movement between occupied patches 
of habitat are not diminished. For example, inter-mountain movements have involved animals crossing vast 
expanses of habitat that has never been considered representative of bighorn sheep habitat. 206 Provision of water 
can be of benefit in several ways in that water (1) allows mountain sheep to make use of otherwise suitable habitat 
that lacks reliable sources of surface water; (2) increase the probability of pioneering individuals encountering 
surface water in areas that otherwise provide suitable habitat; (3) enhance the likelihood of immigrants 
encountering conspecifics; or, (4) increase survival rates during periods of thermal stress or drought. 207 Placing 
water within 3 km of an existing source when movement already is known to occur between the targeted habitat 
patches, however, is not a meaningful objective and is not based on any understanding of bighorn sheep behavior 
or ecology. Meanwhile, the previously stated intent of MNP to improve existing roadways with the intent of 
enhancing human safety or increasing speed limits 208 has onerous implications bighorn sheep and is antithetical 
to conserving those iconic ungulates. 

Developing an "additional" water source at Ginn Spring to enhance connectivity between the Piute Range 
and points north of Interstate 15 can be viewed as an exercise in appeasement more so than an exercise in wildlife 
habitat management or wildlife conservation. Further, using that water source to argue that MNP is creating 
additional "dry season habitat" 209 is absurd because bighorn sheep do not inhabit the Ivanpah Range. 210 211 The 
plan also states, "A new water source at Ginn Mine Spring (Ginn Spring) in the Mescal/Ivanpah Range would be 
important for restoring the bighorn sheep migration corridor across I-15, as it would connect the New York/Castle 
Mountains and the Clark Mountain Range. 212 Currently, no sheep occupy the Mescal Range or Ivanpah Range, 
and Ginn Spring is located ~15 km south of Interstate Highway 15 (I-15). Further, a water source that is available 
to bighorn sheep exists at the Morningstar Mine, several kilometers closer to I-15 than is Ginn Spring. Both of 
these are between the locations of the proposed "Piute North" water development (which also is described as 
enhancing connectivity "between [unidentified] habitat areas". 213 It is clear, however, that this would occur at 
the expense of compromising the quality of currently-occupied habitat in the Piute Range itself, and that currently 
supports an apparently healthy population of bighorn sheep. 214 215 

The DMPEA fails to adequately describe the location of the aforementioned "habitat areas" and, without 
that information, removal of a water source upon which a population of bighorn sheep is dependent and 
"replacement" of that source many kilometers from the current water source can infer neither a benefit nor a 
scenario resulting in no change. Moreover, the DMPEA makes no mention of the need to maintain and ensure 
availability of water at existing springs in the Castle Mountains (located northeast of the New York Mountains), 
an area that historically has been used heavily by bighorn sheep. 216 217 Moreover, the New York Mountains, an 
area the DMPEA states will be linked to areas north of I-15 by the proposed water developments at Ginn Spring 
and New Piute, do not support a population of bighorn sheep 218 219 and have been described as "poor habitat" 
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that "may never have supported a population of bighorn sheep." 220 Indeed, the New York Mountains west of 
Ivanpah Road historically were not occupied bighorn sheep habitat and were used, at best, by males wandering 
to the west from the Castle Mountains. 221 222 Hence, any perceived benefit of developing a water source at Ginn 
Spring—which is located in a mountain range not occupied by bighorn sheep and a few kilometers from an 
existing water source at the Morningstar Mine—and claiming it will enhance connectivity between the New York 
Mountains—which also are not occupied by bighorn sheep—to habitat north of I-15 is, at best, absurd. 

Within MNP there is, however, another option for enhancing the availability of "dry season habitat" that 
has been ignored completely. Female bighorn sheep are known to migrate westward from Old Dad Peak to 
Cowhole Mountain, and females and their offspring are known to use Cowhole Mountain during the spring and 
parts of summer during some years, with numerous females and young having been observed at that location in 
the past. 223 224 Moreover, male bighorn sheep visit Cowhole Mountain, and likely utilize Cowhole Mountain 
during movements between Old Dad Peak and the Soda Mountains and, more recently to the North Bristol 
Mountains and Granite Mountains. 225 226 227 Cowhole Mountain can be described as stereotypical bighorn sheep 
habitat (i.e., it is rugged, broken terrain) and is located proximate to dune habitat in the Devils Playground, a 
habitat type that produces exceptional amounts of ephemeral forage during years of adequate amounts and timing 
precipitation. The availability and importance of such high-quality forage has been detailed elsewhere in this 
document. 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 

Safety and proximity of Dune Habitat to Cowhole Mountain likely explain use of that area by females and 
young when ephemeral vegetation is available, but Cowhole Mountain, and Little Cowhole Mountain to the north, 
lack a permanent water source. It is WSF's opinion that doing so in either location would do more to enhance 
connectivity between Old Dad Peak and the Soda Mountains than proposals involving development of Piute North 
(which carries with it the concomitant elimination of the existing Piute water source) and could result in 
establishment of permanently occupied habitat midway between Old Dad Peak and the Soda Mountains. Thus, 
WSF contends that the DMPEA has failed to consider proposals, both inside and outside of the boundary that 
would be of far greater benefit to the conservation of bighorn sheep than any of the current alternatives involving 
water developments at Piute North, Ginn Spring, or Vontrigger Spring, especially when those proposals are 
considered in the context of the relocation of the Kerr and Vermin water sources, and the removal of the existing 
Piute and Bicket-Landells water sources. 

In a similar manner, development of an anthropogenic water source at Homer Mountain east of MNP and 
located between the Piute Range and the Dead Mountains likely will be of greater value in maintaining 
connectivity than will new locations proposed within MNP. Further, Homer Mountain is proximate to the 
Sacramento Mountains, albeit north of Interstate Highway 40. Existing large underpasses exist along I-40 between 
Homer Mountain and the Sacramento Mountains and would facilitate such movements. WSF contends that a 
proposed water source at Homer Mountain will better serve issues of connectivity than will those proposed to be 
developed at Ginn Spring or Vontrigger Spring. 

The DMPEA fails to consider options that would benefit bighorn sheep both inside and outside of MNP, 
and further advances the need for a regional approach to habitat conservation and preparation of an Environmental 
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Impact Statement addressing federal land management in the Central Mojave Metapopulation Fragment. 236 237  
Moreover, (1) public sentiment that the positions of the National Park Service warrant revision continues to 
increase; (2) there is recognition that lands managed by NPS are, in some situations, the best locations to mitigate 
for losses or other impacts occurring outside of such lands; and (3) there is increasing recognition that the 
legislative process has burdened agencies with legislation that makes it virtually impossible to avoid 
conflict. 238 239 240 It is clear that a call for adequate, science-based management of NPS lands and a revision of 
the NPS Mission Statement is overdue. As stated recently, "… progressive revision to the mission of the NPS, or 
at least its implementation, may be prudent in today’s perilous times. The revised mission should be 
unencumbered by government bureaucracy and should rapidly implement strategies to preserve biodiversity. 
Augmenting populations before their extirpation or to bolster genetic diversity is exactly the type of strategy that 
the NPS should consider". 241 Further, others have articulated clearly that, “…we need to have policies that allow 
for management intervention. The U.S. Wilderness Act for instance … stipulates restraint in human activity and 
has no specific requirements that ensure the persistence of wildlife or habitat.” 242 

It is our position that MNP can best contribute to conservation issues and, especially those involving the 
contentious issue of bighorn sheep conservation, by withdrawing this DMPEA, and working jointly with other 
conservation agencies to produce a management plan and EIS that will fulfill the obligation of NPS to preserve 
"… the natural and cultural resources and values of the National Park System for the enjoyment, education, and 
inspiration of this and future generations [and] … cooperates with partners to extend the benefits of natural and 
cultural resource conservation and outdoor recreation throughout this country …". 243 The current DMPEA fails 
to meet that obligation. 
 
 (B) Predator Evasion Strategies of Bighorn Sheep Are Ignored 

 
Bighorn sheep are habitat specialists, and rely on open habitats to detect threats, a point not even 

acknowledged in the DMPEA. Bighorn sheep also rely on steep and rugged terrain to evade predators; females 
and young are especially vulnerable to predation, and occupy habitat that is much lower in risk of predation than 
areas utilized by males during the year. 244 Additionally, predator abundance is lower in areas utilized primarily 
by females and young when compared to areas exploited by males. 245 

Coyotes are the most abundant predators in habitats utilized primarily by males in MNP but are very 
uncommon in areas used primarily by females and young. 246 When female bighorn sheep encounter coyotes in 
areas lacking adequate ruggedness, the most common response is to flee; indeed, females employ a general 
strategy of flight when in open terrain and stand their ground or act aggressively when they encounter coyotes in 
escape terrain. 247 Proposals to relocate the Vermin Water source and the Kerr Water Source to areas of 
"unconsolidated young alluvium [i.e., sandy washes]" would "take advantage of the watershed at the Big Horn 
and Old Dad Mountain mines … while the Kerr relocation site (New Kerr) would use the large watershed that is 
constricted at its outlet by Jackass Canyon [through which a road passes]", respectively. 248 Relocation of those 
water sources would require that they be placed in locations (i.e., sandy washes) where female desert bighorn 
sheep would be more vulnerable to predation than at the current location of the two water sources, and place 
offspring at far greater risk than to which they currently exposed at current locations of the water sources. Further, 
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no information is provided regarding terrain in which a "replacement" for the existing Piute water source would 
be placed and, in the absence of any such discussion, the assumption must be made that it would be located along 
side or at the end of a road outside of wilderness. WSF arrived at this conclusion based on the attributes associated 
with the desired conditions at locations for New Kerr and New Vermin (i.e., freshly deposited alluvium) and that 
females and offspring would thereby be exposed to additional risks of predation currently not experienced at the 
existing Piute water source. 

Proposals to remove the existing Vermin and Kerr water sources and relocate them to new locations 
removed from escape terrain, and the absence of any description of the terrain in which the New Piute water 
source would be developed in lieu of the existing Piute water source have ignored the behavioral responses of 
bighorn sheep to the risk of predation, 249 250 the additional risks that would result from moving existing water 
sources that are heavily used by female bighorn sheep and their offspring to much risker locations, 251 and the 
demographic consequences that could result from increased predation on females and young. In the absence of 
such consideration, the DMPEA fails to address the consequences of the plan to relocate the existing Vermin and 
Kerr water sources, and to remove the existing Piute water source and establish a New Piute water source at an 
undescribed location. WSF contends that the DMPEA is, thus, inadequate in assessing the proposed actions as 
they relate to the predator-evasion strategies of bighorn sheep, as well as the potential for increased predation on 
females and young. 

The DMPEA inadequately addresses the relocation of the existing Kerr and Vermin water sources, 
development of "new" water sources at Vontrigger Spring and in the Piute Range, and development of a water 
source at Ginn Spring in the context of the behavior of bighorn sheep. In order to ensure that the new locations 
are logistically easy to refill, they must be placed along roads and the DMPEA acknowledges that, "Moving a 
guzzler to a more accessible location … may result in reduced use by bighorn due to proximity to human 
presence." 252 "Reduced use" is not quantified, however, nor are the consequences of reduced use. Moreover, the 
DMPEA ignores the behavioral responses of bighorn sheep, the potential for abandonment of formerly-used 
habitat, and the resultant indirect demographic consequences associated with disturbance that is unpredictable, 
inconsistent, and not benign.253 

  WSF contends that informed decisions cannot occur in the absence of further analysis because of the 
vast literature existing on the subject, and the known consequences of unpredictable disturbance on ungulates in 
general. The statement that, "Removal and relocation of these guzzlers would only occur if monitoring indicated 
that new relocated guzzlers are sufficiently used by bighorn populations" 254 is nonsensical. In order to determine 
that relocated "guzzlers" are "sufficiently used" they would have had to have been relocated earlier. Further, long- 
term and intense anthropogenic disturbance can cause shifts in habitat use that may not be detected until after 
habitat is abandoned and the demographic consequences become apparent. 255 256 Moreover, use (or sufficient 
use—a phrase defined nowhere in the DMPEA) does not equate to an absence of demographic impacts. Declining 
populations of long-lived large mammals may persist for many years and, thereby, may be unable to escape an 
extinction vortex, 257 albeit unrealized, because basic demographic considerations (e.g., reproduction, 
recruitment, survival) were ignored. Thus, any implication that new water sources that are "sufficiently used" are 
adequate substitutes for existing water sources is conjectural. Further, any assumption that density of bighorn 
sheep (i.e., they are established and use an area) can be used as an indicator of habitat quality (or as an indicator 
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of population performance) is questionable. 258 Moreover, habitat use (the way an animal uses a collection of 
physical and biological entities in a habitat) does not equate to habitat selection (a series of innate and learned 
behavioral decisions made by an animal about what habitat it would use at different scales of the environment), 
and neither infer anything about habitat quality (the ability of the area to provide conditions appropriate for 
individual and population persistence). 259 Indeed, a positive correlation of density with habitat quality in specific 
instances cannot be assumed in the absence of supporting demographic data. 260   

The lack of attention to these details, and to similar details throughout the DMPEA, negates any value 
associated with the proposals or alternatives as they are presented. It is our position that any alternatives must 
consider impacts to bighorn sheep (and other wildlife) in the context of what is known about the biology and 
ecology of the species; such is lacking throughout the document.  

 
 (C) Consequences of Disturbance in the Context of Predation Risk are not Considered  

 
Two fundamental questions that relate directly to the responses of wildlife to environmental disturbance 

have been posited: (1) how is the spatial distribution of animals affected; and, (2) does (or did) the disturbance 
result in effects that ultimately had demographic consequences for the perturbed population? 261 Bighorn sheep 
and other large mammals can be sensitive to human presence, and such can influence the quality of habitat even 
in the absence of activities that alter the landscape, such as urban development. 262 263 264 265 266 Indeed, 
disturbance in the form of human activity has been demonstrated to affect how animals assess predation risk, and 
the concept of a "human-footprint" and its associated effects warrant consideration when assessing effects of 
disturbance of wildlife. 267 Clearly, the concept of disturbance was ignored in the DMPEA when proposing 
locations for the New Kerr and Vermin water sources, and the proposed New Piute and Ginn Mine water sources, 
and the proposed development in the Vontrigger Hills at Vontrigger Spring, one of the most heavily used areas 
in MNP. 268 

Disturbance can be viewed as a form of predation risk. 269 Habitat selection, as a response to disturbance, 
can be viewed as a tradeoff between the costs and benefits of being in a particular area at a particular time. 270  
Anti-predator mechanisms employed by large mammals can be either direct (flight or aggression) or indirect 
(vigilance, social behavior, or use of specific habitats). 271 Direct and indirect threats, however, both can result in 
decreased individual fitness or demographic consequences as a result of modified nutrient intake, disruption of 
mating activities, or disrupted parental care. 272 Further, high levels of disturbance perceived as predation risk can 
cause potential prey (in this case, bighorn sheep) to divert time and energy away from acquisition of nutrients or 
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water and can manifest in a decline in body condition that affects reproductive success or survival. 273 274  
Moreover, animals already in poor condition, whether from poor forage availability in spring resulting from an 
absence of rainfall the preceding fall or because of reproductive costs, may be especially susceptible to 
disturbance perceived as predation risk and experience increased rates of predation while searching for safer 
places to forage or, in the case of bighorn sheep, for alternative water sources that are perceived as more safe 
because of a lesser risk of unpredictable disturbance. 275 276 277 278 

Bighorn sheep are adaptable 279 and can become acclimated to some sources of disturbance if the 
disturbance is predictable, consistent, and benign. 280 For example, female bighorn sheep in Joshua Tree National 
Park that were excluded from preferred habitat during weekends when visitor use on trails was high but drifted 
closer to those trails on weekdays when use was low or non-existent suggested that that those responses were 
temporary. 281 In other examples, bighorn sheep did not react negatively to hikers on trails in the Sierra Nevada 
or were not displaced by individuals riding mountain bikes on trails or at mining operations where equipment 
was operated in the same manner in the same places (on roads, in pits, or on benches associated with the 
mines). 282 283 284285 286 287 288  In these examples, the disturbance was predictable (people on trails stayed on trails, 
mining equipment was on a mine road, and the activity was always the same in both cases).  

In other situations, bighorn sheep reacted negatively to off-trail cross-country travel by fleeing from 
perturbations that occurred in unexpected locations. 289 Bighorn sheep also abandoned a traditional birthing area 
because of unpredictable human disturbance, a situation that resulted in extreme demographic consequences for 
that population. 290 In both situations, unpredictable disturbance that occurred at irregular intervals, in novel 
locations, and in which the source of disturbance was not consistent resulted in reactions or behaviors by bighorn 
sheep that would be expected if they were being stalked by a predator. Moreover, bighorn sheep appear not to 
acclimate readily to sources of disturbance that are novel, and energetic demands associated with that behavioral 
trait have consequences for population performance and, ultimately, management and conservation. 291 

Sources of disturbance associated with vehicle access on an irregular basis, behavioral reactions of bighorn 
sheep—especially females with offspring that are especially sensitive to unanticipated disturbance—and the 
uncertain behavior of humans encountering bighorn sheep along the roads or other readily accessible locations at 
which the New Vermin, New Kerr, New Piute, Vontrigger, and Ginn Spring water sources are proposed to be 
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located dictate that a thorough evaluation of the behavioral responses and subsequent fitness of individual bighorn 
sheep be evaluated prior to any such consideration. 

The Wild Sheep Foundation contends that the absence of any forethought regarding reactions of bighorn 
sheep to sources of disturbance that are not predictable, consistent, and benign, combined with the lack of 
understanding of the importance of the reactions of bighorn sheep to unanticipated or unusual sources of 
disturbance, dictates that the DMPEA is inadequate in its proposal to relocate existing water sources or establish 
new water sources in an effort to comply with legislation that clearly places a higher value on intangibles such as 
spirituality 292 293 or solitude. 294 Bighorn sheep attempting to make use of one or more newly-established water 
sources would surely be exposed to irregular and unpredictable sources of disturbance, a lack of consistency in 
the timing of such disturbance, and differing and unpredictable behaviors of humans that encounter bighorn sheep 
in the proposed locations. Such recommendations are antithetical to the concept of wildlife conservation, 
especially given repeated references to the need to act on behalf of bighorn sheep given the threat of climate 
change. 295 

The Wild Sheep Foundation further argues that these impacts conflict with efforts to conserve wildlife by 
relocating existing wildlife water sources or constructing new water sources that are readily accessible by humans 
(as opposed to the carefully selected locations of existing anthropogenic water sources; see section above titled, 
"The bases for selection of original locations are not considered in proposals to remove or relocate water sources") 
and, especially, humans using motorized transport. Consideration of the potential demographic consequences of 
the reactions of bighorn sheep to such disturbance warrants a detailed analysis prior to implementation. As such, 
the DMPEA fails to disclose the potential consequences of the proposed action(s) and, at the least, mandates 
preparation of an EIS. Indeed, MNP originally had contracted with ERO Resources Corporation of Denver, 
Colorado for preparation of an EIS. 296 297   

A representative of ERO confirmed that representatives of the firm had spent no time on the ground in 
MNP, but that they used "NPS field data" when preparing the DMPEA. 298 Further, a representative of MNP 
confirmed that, "Their [ERO's] scope of work did not include spending time on the ground or providing 
specialized scientific expertise.  Mojave NP paid ERO exactly $0 for producing the document.  The contract was 
executed, and is managed by, a Washington office". 299  Why an Environmental Assessment was prepared in lieu 
of the original contract for an Environmental Impact Statement has not been disclosed, nor has the reason that 
one or more individuals familiar with the ecology of bighorn sheep were not responsible for preparing the 
DMPEA. 

 
 (D) Proposed Actions Will Increase Opportunities for Poaching 
 

Bighorn sheep are among the most desired big game species in North America, and hunting opportunities 
for these iconic animals is extremely limited. 300 Hunting of bighorn sheep in California became illegal in 1878, 
in part because of unregulated take, but a very limited opportunity to hunt bighorn sheep was restored in 1987. 301 
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Ironically, the first area to be opened to hunting was in the California Desert Conservation Area (which became 
MNP in 1994) 302 and the hunt area included Old Dad Peak and the Kelso Mountains. 303   

Early on, illegal killing of bighorn sheep (i.e., poaching) was identified as a major law enforcement 
issue. 304 It was noted that, "Illegal shooting of bighorn undoubtedly has more effect on sheep populations than 
all other forms of predation combined.  Some areas are more readily accessible to human use than are others, and 
it is these more accessible areas that are most subject to poaching. As more access is gained to remote areas, it 
is likely that illegal shooting will increase and increased patrol efforts may be needed to safeguard sheep in these 
areas. [emphasis added]". 305 Research results continue to affirm the nexus between ready access and illegal killing 
of large mammals. 306 307  

Bighorn sheep are especially vulnerable to poaching during summer, "…when the bighorn concentrate 
around water holes.  A man with a high-powered rifle could easily eliminate a herd of bighorn in a few days by 
shooting the animals that come to drink.  Those animals that were not killed would be forced away by the activity 
of the hunter and might not return…". 308 Indeed, a single individual was responsible for the illegal killing of, or 
assisting others to kill, about 150 desert bighorn sheep over a two-year period in California. 309 310 Relocating 
existing WWSs that are essentially cryptic by moving them closer to roads, to human activity, or to new areas 
simply to facilitate logistical issues is not in the best interest of bighorn sheep. WSF adamantly opposes any such 
moves. 

 
(E)  Existing Wildlife Water Sources are Compatible with Wilderness 
 
Efforts to conserve bighorn sheep, mule deer and other species of desert wildlife by enhancing habitat 

have been ongoing for many decades. 311 312 313 314 Intensive efforts in the Mojave Desert of California have been 
cooperative ventures with the USDI Bureau of Land Management, the Department of Defense and, in the past, 
the National Park Service (also a USDI agency). Emphasis has been based on (1) maintenance of surface water 
at existing springs to ensure availability of that resource to desert wildlife and, (2) provision of additional water 
at anthropogenic sources as part of a comprehensive effort to extend seasonal range and increase survival of 
bighorn sheep inhabiting those arid landscapes. 315 316 These actions are compatible with "conservation' in 
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wilderness areas, as specified in the Wilderness Act. 317 Moreover, the CDPA did not disallow the presence of 
wildlife water sources (WWSs), nor prohibit construction of additional sources, if any such action complied with 
the National Environmental Policy Act. 318 This is especially perplexing despite the existence of hundreds, if not 
thousands, of kilometers of roads, widespread evidence of mining activity, and dozens—if not hundreds— of 
additional anthropogenic features distributed among virtually all wilderness areas designated by the CDPA. 319 

MNP management has acknowledged that "… wildlife water developments within those wilderness areas 
need not be removed due to the location in wilderness, because they were present prior to the wilderness areas 
being established". 320 WSF questions any plan to remove or replace anthropogenic water sources that have been 
of benefit to bighorn sheep and other species of wildlife and have been in place for decades prior to the existence 
of MNP. Thus, WSF opposes any proposal to do so until potential impacts to bighorn sheep and other wildlife 
have been fully evaluated and shown to not be problematic in the context of impacts to individuals, populations, 
and ultimately at the landscape level. 

 
(F) The DMPEA Ignored Existing Management Plans 
 
At least two management plans have been developed for bighorn sheep occupying MNP, but neither is 

acknowledged in the DMPEA. The first, the current management plan for the Old Dad Peak Management Unit, 
was published by the California Department of Fish and Game (now California Department of Fish and Wildlife 
[CDFW] in 1987. 321 The second is a plan developed cooperatively by the Bureau of Land Management and 
CDFG 322 in accordance with the Sikes Act (as amended). 323 Both these plans call for additional anthropogenic 
wildlife water sources and maintenance of natural water sources to enhance populations of bighorn sheep, and 
specifically within the area encompassed by MNP. The latter plan also specifies that, "… management of the 
public lands designated as part of the National Wilderness Preservation System [is] to preserve and protect their 
wilderness character, provide for their use and enjoyment by the American people in a manner that will leave 
them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness, and allow for recreational, scenic, scientific, 
educational, conservation, and historical use [emphasis added]" 324   

NPS wilderness management policy appears to be identical to those specified on lands managed by BLM 
and also includes the phrase, "…and allow for …conservation and historical use". 325 As such, we contend that 
NPS policy does not differ from that of the Bureau of Land Management. WSF also believes that "conservation 
and historical use" as stated in both BLM and NPS policy statements are consistent with management of the 
purpose for which wilderness areas are established, and thereby do not preclude the presence of anthropogenic 
water sources in wilderness (as acknowledged by MNP management). 326 Additionally, WSF extends this 
interpretation to include anthropogenic water sources for small animals (referred to as small game guzzlers 
throughout the DMPEA), all of which were in existence when wilderness legislation was passed and the presence 
of which did not disqualify parts of MNP from designation as wilderness. Further, we insist that the continued 
maintenance of natural water sources to ensure availability of surface water to bighorn sheep and other wildlife 
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be consistent with wildlife conservation, and we find that the DMPEA ensures MNP will minimize any 
commitment to ensure availability of surface water at such locations. That is unacceptable. 

In addition to ignoring previously published management plans and their objectives for population 
management and habitat management on behalf of bighorn sheep, the DMPEA likely fails to meet objectives of 
the revised statewide management plan for bighorn sheep that is being prepared by CDFW and is nearing 
completion. Indeed, the Executive Summary of the DMPEA states that the DMPEA will improve coordination 
between the Preserve and the Department of Fish and Wildlife. 327 The DMPEA, however, fails to acknowledge 
the legislated responsibilities of CDFW in the plan, despite having been requested to do so by CDFW. 328 Both 
the California Fish and Game Code and the CDPA note that CDFW's responsibility extends beyond the plants 
and animals themselves to include habitat management. 

The California Department of Fish and Wildlife's ability to manage wildlife in the Mojave Desert is 
directly linked to and cannot be separated from both natural and artificial surface water available in desert 
ecosystems, and the Department's position is that big and small game guzzlers are beneficial to a multitude of 
wildlife including, but not limited to, bighorn sheep and upland birds, respectively. 329 Moreover, many additional 
comments from CDFW regarding the internal draft appear to have been ignored. For example, CDFW requested 
additional information regarding the rationale for evaluating or maintaining a very limited number of natural 
water sources, but no such information was forthcoming. Additional examples include the lack of a response to 
the criticism that "dry habitat acres" in the Mescal and Ivanpah mountain ranges being included as positive 
changes to "desert bighorn sheep habitat" because those ranges currently are unoccupied. 330 As noted in 
comments from CDFW, "Gaining 4,814 acres of unoccupied habitat is not comparable to losing 2,634 acres of 
critical bighorn habitat in the Old Dad Mountains [sic]. By taking the acreage for the Mescal/Ivanpah range out 
of the calculations for Alternative 3, the changed bighorn habitat drops to a low of -2,233 acres and a high of -
3,833 acres. These numbers present a more accurate account of how Alternative 3, the Preserve’s Preferred 
Alternative, does in fact have a negative impact on habitat conservation and desert bighorn sheep." 

WSF finds that the DMPEA fails to adequately address this concern. In addition, CDFW noted, "It is the 
Department’s Mission not only to manage wildlife, but also the habitat on which they depend. The Department 
believes that both big and small game drinkers are the necessary minimum requirements to continue meeting the 
Department’s policies and objectives as defined by the Fish and Game code 1801…including, but not limited to, 
maintaining healthy and viable populations of wildlife for both conservation purposes and hunting opportunities 
and the habitat in which they live. The very foundation on which the Preserve was created (Title V, Section 506, 
above) supports the Department’s actions in this regard."  These points, along with many others voiced by CDFW, 
are neither acknowledged nor responded to in the DMPEA. Moreover, WSF notes that the CDFW position on 
hunting opportunity is consistent with Secretarial Orders 3362, 3356, and 3347, and Executive Order 13443—
each of which directs federal agencies in various ways to advance conservation stewardship and increase outdoor 
recreation opportunities, including hunting, and none of which are referenced in the DMPEA. 

  WSF notes that the policies of both BLM and NPS with respect to wilderness management are just that: 
policies. It is also clear that policies can be revised, and such may be necessary to resolve conflicts between 
management objectives for "wilderness" and management objectives for conservation, one of the several 
attributes that is foundational to the concept of "wilderness". Wilderness objectives and wildlife conservation 
objectives, however, are not necessarily compatible 331 but, again, conservation is an objective of wilderness 
designation. If these apparent policy conflicts cannot be resolved, it is possible that resolution to the question of 
stewardship responsibilities within MNP will be resolved only through legal action. 332 Moreover, the concept of 
"historical use" must be redefined, because wildlife conservation and associated activities have been implemented 
historically and were ongoing uses, as was ranching, in those areas designated as wilderness in MNP. 
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WSF further finds that the DMPEA did not receive the proper review from MNP staff prior to being 
released for public review and contains factual errors that are historically inaccurate. For example, reference is 
made to land management agencies and local volunteers constructing "guzzlers." 333 All small game guzzlers in 
MNP were constructed by personnel from the CDFG and funded through Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration 
Project W-26-D, and not by volunteers or land management agencies. In another example, MNP contends that, 
"… there is no reliable or standardized population estimator that allows managers to estimate annual 
populations. 334 CDFG (now CDFW) personnel have conducted annual surveys since 1984 and began marking 
bighorn sheep with telemetry collars in 1986 and have used mark-recapture techniques 335 or double-sampling 
methods 336 to estimate the population of bighorn sheep (and associated confidence intervals) at Old Dad Peak 
and in the Kelso Mountains. This effort continued each year until 2010 when a tragic helicopter accident took the 
lives of the pilot and three CDFG employees. Moreover, other investigators for many years have been employing 
remote cameras to develop population estimates of female bighorn sheep based on the presence of individually-
identifiable animals, whether marked with collars or via natural markings. 337 338 It is noteworthy that 
methodologies are becoming increasingly sophisticated, yet the DMPEA offers no suggestions to improve 
existing methods despite its criticism of past methods and its determination that such methods are not capable of 
detecting effects of guzzler removals [or replacements]. 339 Thus, in the absence of any more robust method of 
determining "use" at newly- placed wildlife water sources, combined with an absence of the recognition of 
demographic consequences that could occur, the DMPEA unwittingly acknowledges an inability to evaluate the 
consequences of the proposed actions. 340 

Additional examples occur, but requests both from private citizens and WSF for an extension of time 
adequate to allow a more complete review and preparation of comments was repeatedly denied by MNP 
management. 341 342 We regret that denial of an additional extension has prevented us from being able to provide 
additional examples of the shortcomings and misinformation included in the DMPEA. Thus, our comments are 
not as complete as would be the case if an additional extension for comments had been granted. 

 
(H) Numerous Curiosities Regarding History and Preparation of the DMPEA Exist 
 
In 2010, NPS, on behalf of MNP, began a process to contract with ERO Resources Corporation, Denver, 

Colorado, for preparation of a Water Resources Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement for 
Mojave National Preserve. 343 That contract appears to have been supplemented with an additional contract in 
2016, once again addressing preparation of a Water Resources Management Plan and Environmental Impact 
Statement for Mojave National Preserve. 344 Further, in 2013, MNP and the California Department of Fish and 
Wildlife (CDFW) entered into a cooperative agreement regarding preparation of a Water Resources Management 
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement that identified CDFW as a cooperator in the preparation of the Water 
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Resources Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement, the purpose of which was to "… guide future 
management of ground and surface water sources within Mojave National Preserve". 345 

Change orders subsequently were issued for both contracts. With one exception, each change order 
continued to reference preparation of the Water Resources Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement.  
Several change orders were issued for Task Order P17PD00257, and several others were issued for Task Order 
P10PD75694. The majority of these change orders were simple, among which were modifications to completion 
dates, changes in contracting officers, and minor changes to the work orders. It was not until November 2017, 
however, that the scope of work for task order P17PD00257 was modified through modification 0002 that altered 
the contract by calling for preparation of an environmental assessment in lieu of an environmental impact 
statement. Moreover, modification 0004 to task order P17PD00257 makes reference to an environmental 
assessment for the first time in the title of the document, and each time “EIS” appeared in the text it was changed 
to “EA”. Modification 0004 appears also to call for preparation of a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), 
implying that MNP already had decided that the EA would result in a FONSI without having received any public 
review or input. 

As concerned Americans and ardent conservationists, we request an explanation of the rationale for the 
change from what was clearly specified to be an Environmental Impact Statement for a water resources 
management plan to develop "a comprehensive ecosystem-scale management plan for springs, seeps, water 
diversions, and artificial water sources" to an EA for a management plan addressing only developed water sources. 
Please include an explanation for that change in your response to this letter, the name(s) of the person(s) 
responsible for making that decision, and how changing the EIS that was contracted for to an EA fulfilled the 
obligation and commitment to produce an Environmental Impact Statement. 

 
SUMMARY COMMENTS 

 
 We have spent many hours reviewing the draft management plan for developed water sources and 

environmental assessment (hereafter, DMPEA), which was prepared by contractors on behalf of Mojave National 
Preserve (MNP) and dated February 2018. In addition, we examined other sources of information, either available 
in the professional literature or based on personal accounts that had been included to substantiate opinions, 
conjecture, and other information included in support of the preferred alternative. We have read the DMPEA in 
its entirety and examined all sections thoroughly in the process. We also used the Freedom of Information Act to 
obtain materials necessary to better understand how preparation of the DMPEA evolved over the years.  
Additionally, we consulted experts in the fields of desert ecology, population biology, bighorn sheep conservation 
and management, population genetics, habitat selection, statistics, and veterinary medicine. Further, we spoke 
with individuals that are listed as technical contributors to the DMPEA, MNP staff, employees of ERO Resources 
Corporation of Denver, Colorado (the consulting firm that prepared the DMPEA), personnel representing other 
agencies, representatives of conservation organizations, and prominent researchers from several academic 
institutions. WSF relied on an extensive amount of professional literature to further inform our review and to 
substantiate our subsequent position. 

WSF finds the DMPEA to be in direct conflict with Department of the Interior (DOI) Secretarial Orders.  
As an agency within the DOI, NPS must be aware that the order calls for expansion of hunting opportunities and 
access for hunting on those lands managed by agencies within DOI. Prior to 1994, previous efforts to establish a 
national park in that part of the Mojave Desert failed repeatedly when considered by Congress. MNP exists 
specifically as a national preserve, and not as a national park, because legislation accommodated hunting and 
other activities that occurred prior to MNP being legislated into existence. 346 Had that not been specified in the 
CDPA, the area would still be under the authority of the Bureau of Land Management, and not NPS. As an agency 
within DOI, however, WSF expects MNP to comply with any orders or directives to enhance hunting 
opportunities or access on lands managed by DOI. 
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WSF finds the proposals to eliminate the Bicket-Landells Wildlife Water Source (WWS) and the removal 
of the Piute WWS to be unacceptable. Additionally, the proposed "relocation" of the Kerr and Vermin WWSs to 
areas that are logistically easier to deal with also are unacceptable; MNP proposes to relocate both sources to 
locations that are logistically friendlier yet offers no assurances that conservation of bighorn sheep will not be 
compromised by those actions. Further, establishing a WWS at New Piute has onerous consequences for bighorn 
sheep now occupying the Piute Range, despite conjecture that it will enhance connectivity to points further north 
and without acknowledging that the role of the existing Piute WWD plays in maintaining the bighorn sheep 
population in that range will be traded away. WWSs proposed to be placed at Ginn Spring, in the Vontrigger 
Hills, and at North Piute are conjectural in terms of their anticipated benefits to enhancing "connectivity".  
Removal and relocation of any existing WWS will NOT enhance hunting opportunity but, through the tradeoffs 
associated with such actions, could place existing populations in jeopardy. Moreover, development of 3 other 
water sources at the proposed locations will not enhance hunter opportunity or access, or even enhance the 
probability of connectivity. 

WSF finds each of the proposed alternatives presented to be insufficient to ensure persistence of bighorn 
sheep within MNP and, moreover, to be contrary to the conservation of bighorn sheep at the level of the landscape.  
For the time being, only alternative 1, the "no action" alternative is acceptable. We suggest the DMPEA be 
abandoned and followed by preparation of a joint document addressing the conservation of, and improvements 
to, habitat for bighorn sheep and other wildlife and to incorporate all federal and state lands lying between 
interstate highways 15 and 40, and eastward to the Colorado River and those mountain ranges proximate to MNP 
and located east of the California-Nevada state line. Such an approach must necessarily be consistent with 
Secretarial and Executives Orders and must involve all agencies with land management responsibilities in that 
area, as well as the state agencies that are the trustees for wildlife in California and Nevada. 

We advocate this approach in part because the issues raised repeatedly in the DMPEA center largely on 
several factors that are of consequence to the conservation of bighorn sheep. Among these are (1) questions related 
to wilderness management and differences of opinion on what constitutes appropriate levels of conservation 
activities within such areas; (2) impending climate change; (3) recognition of the role that actions within MNP 
have an effect outside of MNP; 347 348 (4) the absence of an ecological perspective when considering the impacts 
of wilderness designation on wildlife conservation; 349 and, (5) the fact that no wilderness area in the Mojave 
Desert is large enough to stand alone in terms of the conservation needs of large, vagile mammals, of which 
bighorn sheep are exemplary.350 

Adopting a "plan" for managing developed water sources solely within MNP fails to address the 
landscape-level needs for conservation of bighorn sheep as well as all other wildlife. Such an approach will enable 
all concerned agencies to balance conservation objectives for bighorn sheep, the restoration of ecosystem process 
to the extent possible, comply with Secretarial and Executive Orders, and meet objectives of all concerned 
agencies simultaneously. To accomplish this task, preparation of an environmental impact statement will be 
required; an EA simply is neither adequate nor appropriate. 
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